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COMMENTS

Added value from the beginning. I felt empowered.

A few good nuggets but a fairly disjointed presentation
Awesome energy and info Great interaction
Awesome session.
Awesome speaker and learned a lot.
Awesome!!! Thanks for inspiring others to lead the
right way
Excellent presentation with simple but effective
takeaways
Fantastic
Great, actionablen takeaways! An inspiring, energetic
way to start the conference.
Great meeting to kick off the day!
Great presentation!
Great presentation and info I will use.
Great session
Great speaker very informative and respective of time.
Eager to learn more from him
Great takeaways
Great talk! Learned a lot of basic speaking tips!
Great way to open the conference!! Engaging speaker
with value add take aways!!
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I am not sure I see Ryan as an expert. I understand he
won an award, but he cited data without sources and
does not bring the level of relevant experience to be
considered an expert. I did like how he linked CUE and
HR/LR/ER into his speech.
I like how he challenged the group with his “4 3 2 1”
approach and it really resonated with me. I really liked
how he framed a question and how the answers were
flipped from an external quality we respected to an
internal reflective quality we struggle with.
Loved his energy and enthusiasm.
Love the wit and wisdom
outstanding opening session to get the enthusiasm
going.
Really enjoyed the pace of his presentation and the
story/strategy method he used to communicate his
key messages. Would be open to hearing more from
him in the future.
Ryan is an engaging speaker and a great
communicator.
Ryan kept me interested. His delivery was amazing
and what he spoke about you can use at work and
personal life.
Ryan killed it. Great way to kick off the conference.
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Ryan’s energy was contagious. I really appreciate him
sharing his stories and being vulnerable.
Ryan was amazing! Real life tips and immediate
takeaways.
Ryan was a terrific kick-off speaker for the event, and I
learned many useful tools from him.
Ryan was awesome. Great presentation!
Ryan was engaging and gave an outstanding
presentation
Thanks for a great presentation
Very helpful and usable information!
Wish it could have been longer and a little more
practical versus theoretical.
Wow, a great opportunity to see your own ability.
Love his energy and how to become confident when
speaking.
Great message for leaders at all levels.
Great Take aways!
Very good presentation & learnings. While not
neccesarily what I come to CUE for, was directly
relevant to LR; it is very useful.
Good tips on speaking & presenting. I like his delivery.

